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Abstract—Resource management is a key factor in the performance and efficient utilization of cloud systems, and many research

works have proposed efficient policies to optimize such systems. However, these policies have traditionally managed the resources

individually, neglecting the complexity of cloud systems and the interrelation between their elements. To illustrate this situation, we

present an approach focused on virtualized Hadoop for a simultaneous and coordinated management of virtual machines and file

replicas. Specifically, we propose determining the virtual machine allocation, virtual machine template selection, and file replica

placement with the objective of minimizing the power consumption, physical resource waste, and file unavailability. We implemented our

solution using the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II, which is a multi-objective optimization algorithm. Our approach obtained

important benefits in terms of file unavailability and resource waste, with overall improvements of approximately 400 and 170 percent

compared to three other optimization strategies. The benefits for the power consumption were smaller, with an improvement of

approximately 1.9 percent.

Index Terms—Virtual machine allocation, file replica placement, hadoop, evolutionary computing and genetic algorithms
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1 INTRODUCTION

APACHE Hadoop is a common solution for implement-
ing MapReduce for solving big data problems. Its data

organization and distribution rely on HDFS, the Hadoop
distributed file system [1]. HDFS is a distributed and scal-
able file system in which files are split into blocks (chunks)
that are stored across the nodes of a cluster (DataNodes).
Chunks are replicated in different DataNodes to guarantee
data availability. When a MapReduce job is scheduled,
Hadoop distributes the jobs among the DataNodes that
place the chunks to be processed.

Hadoop can be deployed both in bare metal and virtual-
ized datacenters. In the case of virtualized Hadoop, it
deploys DataNodes in virtual machines (VMs), and the
VM manager allocates these VMs in physical machines
(PMs) [2], [3]. Virtualized Hadoop offers several benefits,
such as easy cloning of images with lower operational costs,
setting DataNodes on demand, reusing and sharing the
physical infrastructure, and increasing resource utilization
by consolidating multiple DataNodes on the same PM [4].

The policies for selecting the features of the VMs and dis-
tributing them in PMs and the chunk replicas in DataNodes
are commonly known as VM template selection, VM

allocation, and replica placement. Important questions arise
in this distribution process: How many VMs are necessary
to deploy the HDFS system? Which are the best features for
the VMs? Which PMs should allocate the VMs? Where
should the chunk replicas be stored? The management poli-
cies answer all these questions. An efficient implementation
of these policies has a direct impact on the system perfor-
mance and on the resource usages [5], [6]. However, the
optimal solution cannot be directly calculated because it is
an NP-hard problem and all the possible placement combi-
nations should be measured [7].

Although VM allocation, VM template selection, and rep-
lica placement have been widely studied [5], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], to the best of our knowledge, a simultaneous and
coordinated solution for the three problems has not previ-
ously been proposed. Previous studies have focused on
solving either the mapping of replicas in DataNodes [13],
[14] or mapping the VM instances with their VM types
and their allocations in PMs [15]. Our approach is a multi-
objective optimization for power consumption, resource
waste and file availability using a threefold management of
VM allocation, VM type selection, and replica placement in
virtualized Hadoop. We have adopted the non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II), which is a genetic
algorithm (GA) for multi-objective problems. Evolutionary
approaches are common solutions for resource management
in cloud environments [16]. We have considered several
sizes for the experiments, and the results of our approach
have been compared with three other scenarios based on
the works of Long et al. [17] and Adamuthe et al. [18]. The
main contributions of this article can be summarized as
follows:
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(i) An approach for simultaneously managing VM allo-
cation, VM template selection, and replica placement
in virtualized Hadoop with the objective of minimiz-
ing the power consumption, physical resource waste,
and file unavailability;

(ii) A formal definition for virtualized Hadoop;
(iii) An experimental validation of the optimization

problem implemented with NSGA-II.

2 RELATED WORK

The related work is organized in two parts: the first is evolu-
tionary approaches for VM management, and the second is
replica placement works in HDFS

Zhu et al. studied the optimization of VM scheduling in
Amazon EC2 using a multi-objective evolutionary algo-
rithm [19]. Gao et al. proposed an ant colony algorithm to
optimize VM placement considering a dual objective: mini-
mize the power consumption and physical resource waste.
They demonstrated the competitiveness of their solution
against multi-objective grouping genetic algorithms and sin-
gle-objective approaches [20]. The same optimization objec-
tives were taken into account in the work of Su et al. based
on a firefly algorithm [21]. Kessaci et al. presented a Pareto
multi-objective version of the energy-aware multi-start local
search algorithm dealing with energy consumption and
SLAs. The algorithm allocates the VMs by reducing the
response time of the jobs inside the machines and the energy
consumption in the physical level [22]. Lopez et al. [23]
formulated a memetic algorithm for a many-objective VM
allocation optimization of power consumption, network
traffic, economical revenue, quality of service, and network
load balancing. Xu et al. used fuzzy logic and grouping
genetic algorithms to optimize the power consumption and
thermal and resource efficiencies in VM placement [24].
Mi et al. proposed a genetic algorithm to self-reconfigure the
allocation of VMs according to time-varying requirements
and dynamic conditions [25].

Adamuthe et al. compared genetic algorithms with non-
dominated sorting genetic algorithms (NSGA) to maximize
physical resource usages, the balanced distribution of VMs
among physical machines and the wasted resources [18].
Theirwork is probably themost similarwork to our approach
in terms of VM allocation.

There are several efforts addressing HDFS placement
strategies. The most similar work to our approach in terms
of replica placement is probably the work of Long et al. [17].
They proposed optimizing file unavailability, service time,
load variance, energy consumption and access latency by
managing the replication factor and replica placement in
VMs. They used an improved artificial immune algorithm
that they called multi-objective optimized replication man-
agement (MORM).

Basanta-Val et al. studied the requirements of time-criti-
cal applications for big data systems [26], and they pro-
posed several patterns for real-time stream processing in
big data to improve application performance [27].

Song et al. proposed a placement algorithm that optimizes
the energy consumption [28]. Dai et al. proposed a policy that
evenly distributes the replicas across the nodes in the data
center to achieve a load-balanced configuration [29]. Eltabakh

et al. [30] extended HDFS to allow applications to define and
exploit customized placement strategies to improve the per-
formance of the system. Maheshwai et al. proposed a recon-
figuration of the block placements to turn cluster nodes on or
off in terms of the average cluster utilization [31]. They
obtained important benefits in terms of energy consumption.
Cheng et al. [32] proposed a real-time event processing
engine to detect the files with higher popularity and conse-
quently to increase the replication factor. Their experiments
showed improvements in reliability and performance. Wei
et al. proposed a cost-effective replication manager for HDFS
based on the use of B+ trees to improve cost and load balanc-
ing [33]. Wang et al. [34] proposed a placement and schedul-
ingmanager for Hadoop based on an evolutionary approach,
the MOEA/D algorithm, to improve CPU and disk utiliza-
tion. The benefits of interrelating elements from the VM allo-
cation and file placement were studied in Lu et al. [35]. They
proposed a decoupled architecture for Hadoop in which the
storage of the files (HDFS) is performed in the PMs and the
computation (MapReduce jobs) is conducted in the VMs.
They defined an orchestrator to distribute the MapReduce
jobs to the VMs allocated in the PMs that allocated the data to
process and consequently reduce the data transfers.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND FORMULATION

3.1 System Modeling

The system is defined by (i) the characteristics of the physi-
cal machines, the virtual machines, and the HDFS file sys-
tem; (ii) the allocation relationships between VMs and PMs,
and the placement relationship between the replicas and
VMs. Table 1 summarizes the model parameters that are
explained in this section.

The system is modeled as a datacenter where each PM
pmi 2 PM is characterized by the capacity of its resources,
pmResCappmi

; the power features, pmPowFeatpmi
; and the

failure metrics, pmFailpmi
. The resource capacity is a vector

that contains the capacities of each physical component.
Our resource model is limited to three components—CPU,
disk bandwidth and network bandwidth—but it could eas-
ily be extended by including as many elements as necessary.
Therefore, pmResCappmi

¼ hpmResCapcpupmi
; pmResCapdiskbwpmi

;
pmResCapnetbwpmi

i. The power features are represented by a
vector that includes all the parameters of the power con-
sumption model that we adopted [36] and whose details are
explained in Section 3.3: pmPowFeatpmi

¼ hpmPowMinpmi
;

pmPowMaxpmi
;apmi

;bpmi
; dpmi

; gpmi
i, where the first two are

the minimum and maximum power consumptions of the
PM, respectively, and the others are model coefficients.
Finally, failures are modeled as a bathtub curve with respect
to the CPU usage of the machine [37], pmFailpmi

¼
hpmFailmin

pmi
; pmFailmax

pmi
i.

Our scenario defines DataNodes as VM instances, and
both concepts are used indistinctly throughout this article.
DataNodes, or VM instances, vmn 2 VM, are characterized
by their VM instance type, vmtt 2 VMType, defined through
a non-injective and non-surjective function vmtype : VM !
VMType. The VM instance type defines the characteristics of
the VM. In particular, it defines the VM instance’s resource
capacities, vmResCapvmn , and the VM instance’s failure
metrics, vmFailvmn . By considering the resource and failure
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models explained previously for the PMs, the VM capacity
is defined as vmResCapvmn ¼ hvmResCapcpuvmn

; vmResCapdiskbwvmn
;

vmResCapnetbwvmn
i, and equally for the failures, vmFailvmn ¼

hvmFailmin
vmn

; vmFailmax
vmn

i. For simplicity, throughout this
manuscript, VM refers to VM instance, and template refers
to VM instance type.

HDFS files are split into ordered pieces called file blocks
or chunks. Thus, a file, fu 2 HDFS, is defined as the concat-
enation of its chunks, fu ¼ fbu0 k fbu1 k fbu2 k :: k fbufCfu�1,
where fCfu , the number of chunks, is determined by the file

size and the chunk size as fCfu ¼ d fSizefu
fbSizefu

e. HDFS allows set-

ting the chunk size individually for each file, but it generally
has the same value for all the files. To guarantee the avail-
ability of the files, HDFS replicates each chunk across sev-
eral DataNodes. We define a file chunk as a set of replicas,
fbux ¼ ffbuxð0Þ; fbuxð1Þ; . . . ; fbuxðfRfu � 1Þg, where fRfu , the
replication factor, is also set individually for each file.

The replicas are characterized by the resource consump-
tion that the execution of MapReduce jobs (MR) generates,
repResConfbux½r�. Apache Hadoop distributes the jobs across
the DataNodes to avoid moving the data [38]. Considering
the scope of our resource model, repResConfbux½r� ¼hrepResConcpu

fbux ½r�; repResCon
diskbw
fbux½r� ; repResCon

netbw
fbux½r� i. The total

workload in a DataNode depends on the access rate of each
replica, repAccRatefbux ½r�.

The storage of the replicas in the DataNodes is a
many-to-one relationship modeled with a non-injective
and non-surjective function, placement : ffbux½r�g ! VM.
Additionally, the VMs are deployed in PMs. This is also a
many-to-one relationship modeled as a non-injective and
non-surjective function allocation : VM ! PM.

The total resource consumption of a VM depends on the
access rates of the replicas it places and on the consumption
generated in those accesses. Consequently, the VM resource
consumption can be calculated as

vmResConvmn

¼
X
fbux½r�

ðrepResConfbux ½r� � repAccRatefbux ½r�Þ;

8 fbux½r� j placementðfbux½r�Þ ¼ vmn:

(1)

The PMs’ resource consumption can be calculated con-
sidering the VMs’ resource consumptions and the place-
ment relationships

pmResConpmi
¼
X
vmn

vmResConvmn;

8 vmn j allocationðvmnÞ ¼ pmi:

(2)

Additionally, the hypervisor, or VM monitor (VMM),
installed in the PM also consumes computational reso-
urces. This overhead is represented in our model by
hypResConpmi

. We have assumed that this overhead is
constant.

In summary, the PM resource consumption is generated
by the MapReduce jobs executed in the allocated VMs and
the overhead of the VMM. In any case, the model does not
require a full utilization of the VM, neither of the PM.

Finally, it is also useful to define the utilization of the
physical machines, pmUpmi

. The utilization is a metric that
measures the ratio between the consumption and the avail-
able capacity of a system resource, and its value, which
ranges between 0.0 and 1.0, is calculated as

pmUpmi
¼ pmResConpmi

pmResCappmi

: (3)

Three constraints emerge from the definition of the
model. The first one is related to the built-in placement pol-
icy of HDFS that does not allow DataNodes to store the
same replica twice.

placementðfbux½r�Þ 6¼ placementðfbux½r0�Þ
8 fbux½r�; fbux½r0� 2 fbux:

(4)

The second and third constraints limit the total consump-
tion of resources in a PM, or in a VM, to be smaller than the
available capacities

pmResConpmi
þ hypResConpmi

< pmResCappmi
;

8 pmi 2 PM
(5)

vmResConvmn < vmResCapvmn; 8 vmn 2 VM: (6)

TABLE 1
Summary of the System Model Parameters

Parameter Description

pmi Physical machine with id i
pmResCappmi

Total capacity of the resource elements of
the ith PM

pmPowFeatpmi
Power consumption model of the ith PM

pmFailpmi
Failure model of the ith PM

pmResConpmi
Consumption of the physical resources of
the ith PM

hypResConpmi
Consumption of the physical resources con-
sumed by the VM hypervisor

pmUpmi
Normalized resource utilization of the ith
PM

vmn VM instance with id n
vmtt VM instance type with id t
vmtypeðÞ: Relationship that determines the type of a

VM instance
vmResCapvmn Total provisioned capacity of system

resources for the nth VM
vmResConvmn Consumption of the provisioned resources

for the nth VM
vmFailvmn Failure rate of the nth VM

allocationðÞ: Relationship for the allocation of VMs in
physical machines

fu File with id u
fbux The xth chunk of the uth file
fbux½r� The rth replica of the xth block/chunk of

the uth file
fSizefu The size of the uth file
fbSizefu Block/chunk size for the uth file
fCfu Number of chunks in the uth file
fRfu Replication factor for the uth file
repResConfbux Resource consumption generated in a Data-

Node each time a replica is accessed by an
MR job

repAccRatefbux½r� MR jobs’ access rate for a replica

placementðÞ: Relationship for the storage of file chunks
in VMs
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The performance metrics of a virtualized Hadoop are
strongly influenced by the allocation of the VMs
allocationðÞ, the selection of the VM types vmTypeðÞ, the
allocation of the replicas placementðÞ, the number of VMs
jVMj, the chunk sizes fbSizefu , and the replication factor
fRfu . These parameters are customized by the system
administrator to optimize, for example, resource usage,
power consumption, or data availability [7]. The remaining
sections are dedicated to explaining the optimization objec-
tives of our proposal.

3.2 Resource Waste Objective

An effective and balanced consumption of the resources
facilitates the allocation or migration of the VMs [39]. An
example of resource waste is a PM that has provisioned 95
percent of its main memory and 30 percent of its CPU for
the already allocated VMs. Under these conditions, the allo-
cation of new VMs will be very difficult because of the low
available memory, and consequently, a high percentage of
the CPU will remain unused.

Our proposed strategy is not only to allocate as many
VMs as possible but also to balance the consumption of the
resources. Effective and balanced use both need to be pro-
portionally considered for all the resources.

Previous studies showed that a good indicator for the
waste of resources can be formulated as [20]

ResourceWasteðpmiÞ

¼
0; if @ vmn j allocationðvmnÞ ¼ pmi

sðpmUiÞþ"P
pmUpmi

; otherwise

8<
: (7)

sðpmUpmi
Þ ¼ sðpmUcpu

pmi
; pmUdiskbw

pmi
; pmUnet

pmi
Þ (8)

X
pmUpmi

¼ pmUcpu
pmi

þ pmUdiskbw
pmi

þ pmUnet
pmi

: (9)

The resource waste is 0 when no VM is allocated since the
PM could be switched off. sðpmUpmi

Þ is the standard devia-
tion of the three utilizations for CPU, disk bandwidth and
network bandwidth. It represents how balanced the con-
sumption of the resources is.

P
pmUpmi

is the sum of those
three values, and it represents the usage of the resources.
Finally, the value of " adjusts the weight of resource usage
and resource balancing in the calculation. The smaller the
value of the parameter is, the greater the importance that is
given to the resource balance in front of the usage. We finally
considered " ¼ 0:15 after the evaluation of several values.

3.3 Power Consumption Objective

The components of the PMs do not contribute to the power
consumption in the sameway. For example, previous studies
have stated that the CPU power consumption is modeled
with a piecewise linear relationship with the load, while
other components present a linear consumption. We have
adopted the power model presented by De Maio et al. [36].
They modeled the PM power consumption by considering
the CPU, the network bandwidth and the storage bandwidth

PowConsðpmiÞ ¼ PowConscpuðpmiÞ
þPowConsnetðpmiÞ þ PowConsdiskðpmiÞ:

(10)

Their CPU power consumption model was defined as a
piecewise linear relationship with the CPU load, Equa-
tion (11), and the network and storage power models were
defined as linear relationships with the bandwidth usage,
Equations (14) and (15). A summary of their model is [36]

PowConscpuðpmiÞ

¼
PowConscpu�lowðpmiÞ; if pmUdisk

pmi
� Lpmi

PowConscpu�highðpmiÞ; if pmUdisk
pmi

� Lpmi

(
(11)

PowConscpu�lowðpmiÞ ¼ apmi

� ðpmPowMaxpmi
� pmPowMinpmi

Þ � pmUcpu
pmi

(12)

PowConscpu�highðpmiÞ
¼ bpmi

� ðpmPowMaxpmi
� pmPowMinpmi

Þ
þ ð1� bpmi

Þ � ðpmPowMaxpmi
� pmPowMinpmi

Þ
� pmUcpu

pmi
;

(13)

where Lpmi
is the load at which the power consumption

trend changes on pmi and apmi
and bpmi

are the coefficients
for low and high CPU load levels, respectively.

PowConsdiskðpmiÞ ¼ dpmi

� ðpmPowMaxpmi
� pmPowMinpmi

Þ � pmUdisk
pmi

(14)

PowConsnetðpmiÞ ¼ gpmi

� ðpmPowMaxpmi
� pmPowMinpmi

Þ � pmUnet
pmi

;
(15)

where dpmi
and gpmi

are the model coefficients.

3.4 Data Unavailability Objective

HDFS stores replicas of the chunks in several DataNodes to
guarantee data availability. A chunk becomes unavailable
when all the nodes that store a replica are unavailable due
to a temporal or permanent failure. Considering a virtual-
ized Hadoop, a DataNode fails when either the PM or the
VM fails. Thus, a replica becomes unavailable with a failure
in the VM placing it or the PM allocating this VM. Data
unavailability is reduced whether the VMs with the replicas
of the same chunk are allocated in different PMs, and it is
increased if the VMs are in the same PM. We have extended
the file unavailability model presented in Long et al. [17] to
the case of virtualized Hadoop

UnavailabilityðfuÞ ¼
X
bux2bu

BlockUnavailabilityðbuxÞ: (16)

The unavailability of a chunk, FailureRateðbuxÞ, is repre-
sented as

BlockUnavailabilityðbuxÞ

¼
Y

pmi2PMðbuxÞ
pmFailpmi

þ
Y

vmn2A
vmFailvmn

 !
:

(17)

The outer multiplication reflects that a chunk is unavail-
able when all the PMs that allocate VMs storing the replicas
of the chunk (bux) are unavailable:

Q
pmi2PMðbuxÞ, where

PMðbuxÞ ¼ fpmi j allocationðvmnÞ ! pmi 8vmn 2 fVMðbuxÞg
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is the set of PMs with at least one VM storing the chunk. The
first term of the formula, pmFailpmi

, represents the cases
when the chunk replicas in the PM become unavailable due
to a failure in that PM. The second term, the inner multipli-
cation, represents the cases when the chunk replicas in
the PM become unavailable due to failures in all the VMs
that contain them:

Q
vmn2A vmFailvmn , where A ¼ VMðbuxÞ\

fvmn j allocationðvmnÞ ¼ pmig, considering VMðbuxÞ ¼ fvmn j
placementðbux½r�Þ ! vmn 8bux½r� 2 fbuxg as the set of VMs con-

taining all the replicas of a chunk.

3.5 Optimization Formulation

The objective of the optimization is to minimize file unavail-
ability, power consumption and the waste of resources in a
virtualized Hadoop. The decision variables, i.e., the ele-
ments to be managed, are the allocation of the VMs, the
selection of the VM templates, the number of VM instances,
and the placement of the replicas. The problem is formally
defined as determining

jVMj (18)

vmtypeðvmnÞ 8 vmn 2 VM (19)

allocationðvmnÞ 8 vmn 2 VM (20)

placementðfbux½r�Þ; 8 fbux½r� 2 fbux;

8 fbux 2 fbu; 8 fbu 2 HDFS;
(21)

by minimizing X
pmi2PM

ResourceWasteðpmiÞ (22)

X
pmi2PM

PowConsðpmiÞ (23)

X
fu2HDFS

UnavailabilityðfuÞ; (24)

subject to the definition of

fSizefu ; 8 fbu 2 HDFS (25)

fbSizefu ; 8 fbu 2 HDFS; (26)

and subject to the constraints in Equations (4), (5), and (6).
This problem has jPMjjVMj possible allocations of VMs,

jVMjjffbux½r�gj possible placements of chunk replicas with

jVMTypej different VM templates, and a variable and unde-
termined value for jVMj. It is an NP-hard problem since the
evaluation of all the solutions is not approachable.

4 GENETIC ALGORITHM PROPOSAL

We propose using the non-dominated sorting genetic algo-
rithm-II to solve our multi-objective optimization problem.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are metaheuristic approaches for
solving NP-hard optimizations [40], [41], andNSGA-II is one
of the most common algorithms when the optimization has
multiple objectives to minimize [42]. In the field of GA and
throughout this manuscript, the following terms are used

indistinctly: solution, chromosome, and individual; set of sol-
utions and population; algorithm iteration and generation;
and offspring, next population, and next algorithm iteration.

The implementation of a GA involves defining the chro-
mosomes, the fitness function, the crossover and mutation
operators, the selection operator, the replacement operator
(offspring generation), and the execution settings. However,
NSGA-II sets the selection and replacement operators, and
it defines the fitness function as a vector that includes all the
objective functions. The details of NSGA-II can be found in
the original article [43] or in related works regarding
resource management [44], [45]. The following sections
explain the implementation details that are not preset by
NSGA-II.

4.1 Chromosome Representation

In our case, the individuals of the population represent VM
allocation, VM type selection, and replica placement, con-
sidering a fixed number of replicas and a variable number
of VMs. We represent each individual with two arrays: the
vm-chromosome (Cvm) for the allocationðÞ and vmtypeðÞ
relationships and the block-chromosome (Cblock) for the
placementðÞ relationship. Fig. 1 shows an example with two
PMs, five VMs, two VM template types, and 12 replicas.

The vm-chromosome Cvm is a two-dimensional array in
which the column indices represent the VMs, the values of
the first row (allocation) indicate the PM where the VM is
allocated, and the values of the second row (template type)
indicate the template for the VM. The length of the vm-chro-
mosome can change between solutions since there will be
solutions with different numbers of VMs [46].

The block-chromosome is an array where the indices rep-
resent the replicas in the system (bxu½r�) and the positions
contain the VM where the replica is stored. This chromo-
some has a fixed length since the chunk size (fbSizefu ) and
the replication factor (fRfu ) are equal and constant for all
the files, and it is known before the optimization process.

4.2 Crossover and Mutation Operators

GAs are based on the idea of biological evolution, where the
highest qualified individuals, chosen by natural selection, are
mated to obtain an offspring with the best features of both
parents. In this evolution, three aspects are essential: the
selection of the individuals, their mating, and random

Fig. 1. Example of chromosome representation.
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changes in the offspring. InGA, these aspects are respectively
translated into selection, crossover andmutation operators.

The crossover operator defines how two parent solutions
are combined to obtain two evolved children. Since we are
dealing with three decision variables (vm allocation, vm
template selection, and replica placement), the crossover is
sequentially divided into a first phase where the crossover
of the vm-chromosome is performed over the allocation and
template-type arrays and a second phase for the crossover
of the block-chromosome. We use one cutting-point cross-
over operator in both cases. This operator generates one ran-
dom cutting point that splits the chromosomes into two
pieces. Children’s chromosomes are generated by combin-
ing the opposite pieces from both parents [47].

The one-point operator for variable chromosome length
is applied to the vm-allocation [48]: one random number is
generated between 0 and the minimum length of both
parents’ chromosomes, and it splits the allocation and tem-
plate arrays into two pieces. The first child is generated by

combining the left piece of one parent with the right piece
of the other. Similarly, the second child is generated with
the remaining pieces. Fig. 2a shows an example of this first
phase of the crossover operator.

The second phase of the crossover is more complex since
the combination of the block-chromosomes results in solu-
tions with replicas allocated in VMs from both fathers. Con-
sequently, all the VMs referenced from the new block-
chromosome should be incorporated in the resulting vm-
chromosome. Fig. 2b illustrates an example with the cutting
point placed in position 3. In this example, the new block-
chromosome of the first child results in placing all the repli-
cas in VMs 0, 1, 2, and 3 from the first parent and VMs a, b,
and d from the second. Consequently, the vm-chromosome
is generated by the concatenation of positions 0, 1, 2, and 3
of the vm-chromosome from the first father (dark gray posi-
tions in the vm-chromosome) and positions a, b, and d from
the second (light gray positions).

Formally, we define the block one cutting-point crossover
similar to the splitting operation between two parents’ block-
chromosomes, Cf1 ¼ fCvm

f1 ; C
block
f1 g and Cf2 ¼ fCvm

f2 ; C
block
f2 g,

and one uniformly random value, j. The block-chromosomes
of the new individuals are generated from the concatenation
of the opposite segments of both parents split by j: Cblock

c1 ¼
Cblock

f1 ½0::j�kCblock
f2 ½jþ 1::jCblock

f2 j � 1� and Cblock
c2 ¼ Cblock

f2 ½0::j�kCblock
f1 ½jþ

1::jCblock
f1 j � 1�. The vm-chromosomes are obtained from join-

ing the genes of the parents corresponding to the VMs that
are contained in the resulting block-chromosome. Consider-
ing Gvm

p ðCblock
c ½n�Þ, the VM gene of the corresponding father

where the block Cblock
c ½n� of the corresponding child is stored,

the vm-machine chromosomes of the children can be defined
as Cvm

c1 ¼ fGvm
p ðCblock

c ½n�Þ 8 Cblock
c ½n� 2 Cblock

c1 g and Cvm
c2 ¼

fGvm
p ðCblock

c ½n�Þ 8 Cblock
c ½n� 2 Cblock

c2 g.
Mutation operators generate random changes in the

chromosomes of a new solution in the offspring. We define
mutations for both vm and block chromosomes.

First, in theVMmutation phase, the VMgrowth and shrink
mutations respectively increase or decrease the number of
VMs with a probability of 1

3. Then, the VM replace mutation
iterates the positions of both vm-chromosome arrays (alloca-
tion and template) and randomly changes their values with a
probability of 0.5. On average, half of the VM allocations and
template typeswill bemodified in themutated solution.

Finally, the block replace mutation is applied to the
block-chromosome by also iterating the positions of the
chromosome and randomly changing their values with a
probability of 0.5. The new random placements of the
chunks are generated by only considering the current VMs
in the solution. Therefore, the block replace mutation does
not generate changes in the length of the vm-chromosome.

4.3 Genetic Algorithm Setting

The execution of a GA needs to set up some parameters that
cannot be generalized between experimental domains, such
as the ending condition, the generation of the initial popula-
tion, and so forth. These parameters are commonly set by
exploration of cases in a previous execution phase [49]. This
exploratory phase consists of executing the experiment with
a wide range of setting alternatives and choosing the values
that obtain better results.

Fig. 2. Example of the two phases of the crossover operator.
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Table 2 summarizes the values that showed better results
in the exploratory phase and that we adopted in our experi-
ments. The main values are a population size of 100 individ-
uals, 200 generations to finish the algorithm execution, and
a mutation probability of 0.1.

In addition, the initial replica placement is performed in
a round-robin distribution, but considering the rack-aware-
ness Hadoop constraint [1], two replicas cannot be placed in
the same DataNode. The allocation of the VMs is also per-
formed in a round-robin distribution across the PMs.

The constraints need to be checked for all the solutions
generated during the GA. If any of the constraints are vio-
lated, then the solution is included in the population, but its
fitness value is set to infinity. Thus, the diversity of the solu-
tion space is broadened [50].

5 EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The experiments were conducted with our own implemen-
tation of NSGA-II and a set of data structures that stored the
system model (inputs) and the allocation and placement sol-
utions (outputs). It was developed with Python 2.7, and the

source code is publicly available.1 Through the iterative exe-
cution of NSGA-II, the Pareto optimal front evolved until
the finish condition was reached. The Pareto optimal front
is the set of solutions that minimize our objective functions.
The program calculated the values of the objective functions
for each individual. The analysis of the results was per-
formed based on those objective values.

The experiments were characterized with a base defini-
tion, which was subsequently varied to study different
experiment sizes. These experiment variations were defined
by sequentially increasing the number of PMs—for values
50, 100, 150, and 200—, and the number of files—for values
25, 50, 100, and 200—, resulting in experiments with a total
number of replicas between 2,286 and 37,200.

The model parameters for the base experiment were
defined using the settings of previous works related with
cloud, VMs, or HDFS. Tables 3, 4, and 5 include the values
for the model parameters and the sources from which these
values were obtained.

File sizes and access rates for 50 files were defined
from [51]. Experiments with more files sequentially
repeated these characteristics for the files after the first 50.
Two PM templates were considered, and each half of the
PMs was assigned to one of these templates. The VM tem-
plates were also uniformly assigned to the VM instances.

The validation of our approach was performed through
comparisons with the following studies: (i) Long et al. [17]
proposed improving the optimization of the HDFS place-
ment using an artificial immune algorithm (AIA); (ii) Ada-
muthe et al. [18] proposed optimizing the VM allocation

TABLE 2
GA and AIA Settings Defined in Preliminary Exploratory Phase

Parameter GA AIA

Population size 100 solutions
Mutation probability 0.1 0.95
Suppression rate — 0.05
Number of generations 200 iterations
Crossover operator Twofold one

cutting-point
—

Mutation operator VM growth, VM shrink,
VM replace & block

replace

Block replace

Selection operator — Tournament
Initial population Round-robin with rack-awareness
Constrain violation Fitness takes1 value

TABLE 3
Characterization of the File System

Parameter Value

Base number of files jHDFSj 50
Chunk size (MB) fbSizefu 64
Replication factor fRfu 3

Replica CPU cons. (%) replResConcpu
fbux

0.1

Replica disk cons. (MB/s) replResCondisk
fbux

128

Replica network cons. (MB/s) replResConnet
fbux

128

File sizes (MB) sizeðfuÞ
[1600, 1623, 1646, 1671, 1696, 1723, 1750, 1779, 1809, 1839,
1872, 1905, 1941, 1977, 2016, 2056, 2099, 2143, 2190, 2239,
2292, 2347,2406, 2468, 2535, 2606, 2681, 2763, 2851, 2946,
3049, 3161, 3283, 3418, 3567, 3733, 3918, 4128, 4367, 4643,

4965, 5347, 5810, 6382, 7113, 8087, 9462, 11586, 15412, 25101]
File rate (ms�1) rateðfuÞ

[128.21, 78.97, 58.46, 48.21, 41.03, 35.90, 31.79, 29.74, 26.67,
24.62,

23.59, 21.54, 20.51, 19.49, 18.46, 17.44, 17.44, 16.41, 15.38, 15.38,
14.36, 14.36, 13.33, 13.33, 13.33, 12.31, 12.31, 12.31, 11.28, 11.28,
11.28 , 10.26, 10.26, 10.26, 10.26, 10.26, 9.23, 9.23, 9.23, 9.23,

9.23, 9.23, 8.21, 8.21, 8.21, 8.21, 8.21, 8.21, 8.21, 7.18]

Source: Xie et al. [51] and Long et al. [17].

TABLE 4
Characteristics of the PMs

Parameter Units pm0 pm1

PowConsmin
pmi

Watts 501 164

PowConsmax
pmi

Watts 804 382
Lpmi

0.12 0.12
a 5.29 4.33
b 0.68 0.47
d 0.1 0.1
g 0.05 0.05
phyResCapcpupmi

cores 24 12

phyResCapdiskpmi
MB/s 17800 15000

phyResCapnetpmi
MB/s 76800 38400

failpmi
week�1 [0.0015..0.019] [0.003..0.04]

Source:Dell [52], Birke et al. [37], and De Maio et al. [36].

TABLE 5
Characteristics of the VMs

vm type num.
cores

disk bandwidth
(MB/s)

netbandwidth
(MB/s)

failurerate
(week�1)

c3.xlarge 4 250 100 [0.002..0.025]
c3.2xlarge 8 320 240 [0.004..0.05]
c3.4xlarge 16 400 200 [0.002..0.025]
m3.xlarge 4 320 100 [0.004..0.05]
m3.2xlarge 8 400 200 [0.002..0.025]

Source: Amazon [53], and Birke et al. [37].

1. Available at http://github.com/acsicuib/NSGA2VmHdfs/
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using NSGA-II. We considered four experimental scenarios
that were determined by the optimization algorithm and
the scope: NSGA-both, our current proposal based on using
NSGA-II simultaneously in the replica placement and in the
VM selection and allocation; NSGA-vm, the proposal based
on the work of Adamuthe et al. [18], where NSGA-II is used
to optimize the VM allocation; AIA-block, the proposal based
on MORM [17], which is an AIA-based optimization for rep-
lica placement; and NSGA-block, which is replica placement
optimization with NSGA-II, defined with a completeness
purpose.

The differences in terms of scope among the implementa-
tions of the experimental scenarios are basically in the cross-
over and mutation operators. NSGA-both implements the
operators as we explained in Section 4.2. NSGA-vm only
applies the first phase of the crossover, corresponding to the
vm-chromosome, and the three mutations for this chromo-
some (vm growth, shrink, and replace mutations). NSGA-
block only considers the second phase of the crossover, the
one of the block-chromosome, and its uniquemutation (block
replace mutation). Finally, AIA-block does not consider any
crossover since an AIA only applies mutations and the rep-
lica replace mutation in our particular case. The details of the
implementation of AIA can be found in the work of Long
et al. [17], and the execution settings that we used can be
found in Table 2. The values for the case of the GA and AIA
were fixed to be as equal as possible. However, some of the
settings are not specific for NSGA-II, e.g., suppression rate,
and others are not comparable, e.g., mutation probability. In
those cases, we conducted a preliminary exploration phase to
find themost suitable values, as in the case of NSGA-II [49].

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The output of a multi-objective optimization is a Pareto
optimal front. This is a set that includes the solutions that
are not dominated by any other. A non-dominated solution
has at least one objective with a smaller value than all the
other solutions [43].

The analysis of the results is performed by first compar-
ing one solution from the Pareto sets of each experimental
scenario to later compare with the entire Pareto optimal
sets. The former comparison requires selecting one solution
from each Pareto front. There are many studies in the litera-
ture related to decision-making methodologies for selecting
the preferred solution from the Pareto front [54]. We chose a
straightforward method since the solution selection process
was out of the scope of the comparison between the results
of the optimization algorithms. We used the weighted sum
of the objectives [55], setting the same weight for the three
objectives since we considered the same importance for all
of them. Thus, a normalized uniformly weighted sum was
applied to the multi-objective vector, Equation (27), and the
solution with the smallest value was selected.

wsa ¼ rwa � rwmin

ðrwmax � rwminÞ � 3

þ pca � pcmin

ðpcmax � pcminÞ � 3
þ fua � fumin

ðfumax � fuminÞ � 3
;

(27)

where rwa, pca, and fua are the objective values for a solution
a, and rwmin, rwmax, pcmin, pcmax, fumin, and fumax are each
objectives’ minimal andmaximumvalues in the Pareto front.

Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the comparison of the optimized
objectives for the selected solutions between each experi-
mental scenario. As representative cases, the figures respec-
tively show the results for the experiments with sizes of 25
files, 50 PMs, 200 files, and 200 PMs, i.e., the cases with the
lowest and greatest numbers of files and PMs.

Our approach obtained better optimizations than the
other scenarios, i.e., the objective values were smaller. The
second best algorithm was NSGA-vm. NSGA-block and AIA-
block obtained the worst objective values. Although the fig-
ures show only a subset of the results, the same patterns
were observed in all the experimental configurations.

NSGA-block and AIA-block did not gather optimized solu-
tions for the experimental configurations with 50 PMs (all

Fig. 3. Objective values for our proposal NSGA-both; Adamuthe [18] NSGA-vm; Long [17] AIA-block; and NSGA-block. Experiments with 25 files.

Fig. 4. Objective values for our proposal NSGA-both; Adamuthe [18] NSGA-vm; Long [17] AIA-block; and NSGA-block. Experiments with 50 PMs.
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the cases within Fig. 4 and the first ticks within Figs. 3 and
5). All the solutions throughout and after 200 generations
violated the resource usage constraints, Equations (5)
and (6). In these experimental configurations, the process to
find a solution that satisfied the constraints was more com-
plicated since they had the lowest resources with only 50
PMs, and consequently, the free resources after the place-
ment process were also very low. The results reflected that
policies only based on the replica placement, as NSGA-block
and AIA-block, limited the process of evolving the solution
population and consequently also limited the exploration of
the solution space compared to policies that combined rep-
lica and VM management. This result was even more pro-
nounced for the case of AIA-block, which did not gather
suitable solutions in the case of 100 PMs and 200 files. This
algorithm applied only mutations and did not apply cross-
overs, thus making its limited flexibility to increase the solu-
tion space more clear.

With the purpose of showing the results for all the experi-
ment sizes, we have included Fig. 7. For a clearer analysis,
this figure only includes the results of our proposal and
NSGA-vm, the best of the other three.2 The experiments are
labeled on the x-axis with the number of PMs (p) and the
number of files (f), e.g., 100p-50f corresponds to the experi-
ment with a size of 100 PMs and 50 files. The bar charts plot
the optimized values. The improvement percentages of our
solution with respect to NSGA-vm are also included in the
figure with line charts and their values. Positive improve-
ment percentages indicate that our algorithm obtained better
optimizations. In contrast, negative values correspond to
cases where it obtained worse objective values than NSGA-
vm. All the cases had positive values, except for the resource
waste in the caseswith 50 PMs-200 files and 150PMs-100 files.

Our approach obtained the highest benefits in terms
of file unavailability. It obtained 407.41 percent more avail-
ability than NSGA-vm on average. This improvement

percentage ranged between 35.81 and 1712.67 percent. Nev-
ertheless, the power consumption was the objective with
the smallest improvements since it only saved 1.9 percent
more power on average, ranging between 0.51 and 3.56 per-
cent. Finally, our solution wasted 170.39 percent less resour-
ces than NSGA-vm on average. However, it showed extreme
cases, from improvements of 538.47 percent to two cases
with decreases of -65.17 and -12.53 percent.

File unavailability depends on the replica placement and
on the VM allocation, Equation (17). Policies that only man-
age VM migrations are less flexible, and their effects are
only reflected in one component of the unavailability model.
Consider an example of two PMs (pm1 and pm2), three VMs
(vm1, vm2, and vm3), three chunks (fb1a, fb

1
b , and fb1c ), and a

replica placement such as vm1 ¼ ðfb1a½1�; fb1b ½2�Þ, vm2 ¼
ðfb1b ½1�; fb1c ½2�Þ, and vm2 ¼ ðfb1c ½1�; fb1a½2�Þ. Under these condi-
tions, all the possible VM allocations place the replicas of
at least one chunk in the same PM, reducing the file una-
vailability. In this example, only a new replica placement
could improve the unavailability. This illustrative example
explains the benefits of a twofold management policy in
terms of file unavailability.

Resource waste depends on PM usage and consequently
on the VM allocation and the resource consumptions of the
VMs, Equations (2), (3) and (7). The VM consumption
depends on the replica allocation and the task resource con-
sumptions and execution rates, Equation (1). As in the case
of file unavailability, a policy that only manages the VMs is
less flexible than when both VM and replica placements are
managed. Suppose that we have one VM with high CPU
and low disk consumption. This VM generates high waste
of resources regardless of the PM that allocates it. VM
migrations are not sufficient to balance the resource usage.
It is necessary to redistribute the replica placement to
achieve VMs with more balanced conditions. This again
explains the benefits of our approach in front of NSGA-vm.

These results validate our initial hypothesis that better
optimizations are obtained with a simultaneous and coordi-
nated management in our study domain.

Fig. 5. Objective values for our proposal NSGA-both; Adamuthe [18] NSGA-vm; Long [17] AIA-block; and NSGA-block. Experiments with 200 files.

Fig. 6. Objective values for our proposal NSGA-both; Adamuthe [18] NSGA-vm; Long [17] AIA-block; and NSGA-block. Experiments with 200 PMs.

2. The complete set of results, also including the other two scenarios,
is available in folder article_results in the source code repository.
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Fig. 8 shows the scatter plots of the solutions within the
Pareto optimal front for some sizes of the experiments. Each
point in the plots corresponds to a solution in the Pareto
front, and it represents the values of the three objectives.

The more the solutions are plotted to the left, bottom, or
front positions, the better they are. The comparison of the
Pareto optimal front allowed us to draw conclusions about
all the solutions without being conditioned by the method

Fig. 7. Objective comparison and improvement percentage of our approach (NSGA-both) with respect to Adamuthe [18] (NSGA-vm).

Fig. 8. Pareto optimal front comparison for several sizes of the experiments.
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for selecting one of them. For all the cases, the Pareto opti-
mal fronts obtained with our proposal are closer to the coor-
dinate origin than the other Pareto fronts.

The scatter plots of the Pareto sets also permit the analy-
sis of the diversity in the solution space. A greater disper-
sion of the optimized solutions is commonly considered as
a higher quality optimization since final users have more
flexibility if their requirements or preferences to select the
preferred solution change. The Pareto fronts obtained with
our algorithm showed higher diversity for the solution
space than the other alternatives. At the other end, NSGA-
block and AIA-block showed a high concentration of the solu-
tions, reducing the alternatives to select one solution.

To summarize, we conclude that the management of the
allocation of VMs achieves higher optimizations than the
management of the replica placement in our particular
domain. However, the improvements are higher when the
management of both elements is performed simultaneously
and in coordination.

7 GENETIC ALGORITHM DEPLOYMENT

7.1 Performance Analysis

We analyzed the execution performance of the algorithm in
terms of the stabilization of the objectives and the execution
time.

Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the objectives along the gen-
erations of the GA execution. To provide a clear analysis, we
only present the results for our approach and for NSGA-vm.
Our approach achieved the smallest values for the objec-
tives around generation number 150 in the worst cases. In
the case of the NSGA-vm algorithm, it stabilized the objec-
tive values around generation 100. The figure only shows
the cases for the smallest and the largest experiments, but
the same pattern was observed for all sizes of experiments.

The experiments were executed with Python 2.7.6 on an
Ubuntu Server 14.04.5 LTS distribution installed on an Intel
(R) Core(TM) i7-4770S 3.10 GHzCPUwith 8 GB of RAM. The
execution times aremeasured separately for the optimization

process and the model calculations. Table 6 shows the execu-
tion times for the smallest and largest experiment sizes: the
column Population presents the time for crossover and, in the
cases of NSGA-II, also the mutation operators; the column
Selection sums the times for crowding distance, ordering,
and, only in the cases of NSGA-II, the front generation; the
column Usage presents the PMs and VMs usage calculation
times; and the column Fitness presents the fitness calculations
and constraint checking times. By considering a number of
150 generations to optimize the solutions in the case of our
approach, the executions time ranged between 80 and 950 s
compared with 46 and 569 s in the case of, for example,
NSGA-vm and considering 100 generations.

Note that approximately 90-96 percent of the execution
time was taken by model calculations and only 4-10 percent
in the optimization process. Moreover, approximately 70
percent of the total execution time was taken by the file
unavailability objective calculation, resulting in it being the
most time-demanding task. Furthermore, the execution
time of model calculations is equal, regardless of the optimi-
zation algorithm used in the proposed solution. In general
terms, the model calculation times were homogeneous
among the four experimental scenarios. The differences
appeared in the optimization process, where AIA showed
lowest values. However, this benefit was not important
since it corresponded to the phase with the smallest percent-
age in the total execution time.

TABLE 6
Time Taken in Milliseconds to Obtain a

New Generation in the GA

Optimization Model

Experiment Population
min/max

Selection
min/max

Usage
min/max

Fitness
min/max

NSGA-both 7/617 14/15 123/1449 395/4311
NSGA-vm 7/93 15/15 84/1421 363/4169
NSGA-block 14/251 13/15 82/1342 312/4182
AIA-block 1/18 3/5 82/1397 339/4399

Fig. 9. Evolution of the objective values for the experiments with 50 PMs / 25 files and 200 PMs / 200 files.
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Although the execution times of evolutionary strategies
are generally greater than those of other alternatives, they
are still common solutions for resource management in
cloud architectures [16], [56]. These optimization tools are
commonly applied in static or offline approaches, such as
VM placement, service placement or workflow schedul-
ing [56]. Note that virtualized Hadoop platforms are very
dynamic scenarios, but replica and VM migration are time-
consuming operations that cannot be performed continu-
ously. Therefore, evolutionary approaches can be applied
periodically, with a time slot larger than the optimization
execution time, as it is commonly done in other previous
studies [57]. The execution time can also be reduced by lim-
iting the optimization to a subset of elements in the system,
such as the most popular files or the files that generate
higher loads in the system [32].

An alternative way to reduce execution times is to take
advantage of the nature of the architecture and to implement
a MapReduce version of NSGA-II [58]. A suitable approach
would be to calculate the fitness functions in the map phase,
the random selection of the individual in the shuffle phase,
and finally, the crossover and mutation operators in the
reduce phase. In this way, the highest time-consuming calcu-
lations (usage and fitness) would be parallelized with the
map tasks.

Finally, we also measured the computational complex-
ity considering P number of PMs, V number of VMs, R
number of replicas, S population size, M number of objec-
tives, and F replication factor. Resource waste and energy
consumption are calculated with only one iteration over
the PMs: OðP Þ. Unavailability analyzes the replicas of each
chunk several times, OðV þ P þRF þ 2F 2Þ. Usage con-
straints are calculated with one iteration over the set of
PMs and over the set of VMs: OðP Þ þOðV Þ. The rack-
awareness constraint needs one iteration over the set of
replicas: OðRÞ. Crossover requires traveling the block-
chromosome to fix unmet dependencies between replicas
and VMs: OðRÞ. Finally, the mutation operator iterates
over both chromosomes, vm and block, OðV þRÞ. The
overall computational complexity considering the previ-
ous tasks for each solution is Oð3VS þ 3PS þ 3RS þRFSþ
2SF 2Þ. Finally, the overall complexity of NSGA-II is mea-
sured as OðMS2Þ [43].

7.2 Real Scenario Integration

There are several alternatives for implementing our
approach in a real infrastructure. We propose implementing
it as a plug-in whose inputs are metrics from the system and
the output is the actions to be taken by Hadoop and the
hypervisor or VMmonitor.

In the first step, the inputs would be gathered from sev-
eral components: from the NaneNode, the file number,
chunk number, or replication factor; from the JobTracker,
the job execution rates; from the VMM the VM number,
types, virtual resources, or failures metrics; and from the
hardware features of the PMs, the PM number, physical
resources, failure metrics, or power consumptions features.
The gathering of these data could be implemented by moni-
toring daemons using the Hadoop and the VMM daemon
or even with other existing monitoring tools, such as
Ambari for Hadoop and Nagios for VMs [59].

Our optimization process could be run periodically or
according to preconfigured events. Both triggers would
be controlled by these monitoring tools. Each run would
return the replica placement (block-chromosome) and
the VM allocation (vm-chromosome). The replica place-
ments would be integrated into the NaneNode using
the Hadoop API, and VM allocations would be con-
ducted according to the API of the selected VMM, e.g.,
VMware API.

8 CONCLUSION

We presented a simultaneous management of VM alloca-
tion, VM template selection and replica placement in vir-
tualized Hadoop. Our solution minimizes three objectives:
power consumption of the physical machines, waste of
physical resources, and file unavailability. We have imple-
mented the solution with NSGA-II, using a twofold chromo-
some and crossover operator to address this multi-objective
optimization problem. Our solution has been compared
with the proposals from Adamuthe [18] and Long [17], and
it obtained important improvements.

The benefits in power consumption were measured to
have an overall improvement of 1.9 percent. It showed a
better behavior with the resource waste and file unavailabil-
ity, obtaining average improvements of 170.38 and 407.41
percent, respectively. These benefits were achieved at the
expense of a larger number of generations and longer execu-
tion times than the second best scenario, the one that only
managed the VMs.

Our results open new challenges and we consider three
ongoing research lines. The first is to adapt the decision var-
iables to study the benefits of a variable replication factor
and chunk size. Our second active research line is to add an
additional objective to obtain solutions that also reduce the
cost of live migrations of VMs and file replicas. Finally, we
also plan to study the applicability of simultaneous manage-
ment in other cloud/distributed architectures, such as
microservice-based or fog domains.
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